Join the Auto Worker Caravan to Washington, D.C.
Send-off Rally in Detroit - Sunday, December 7
Who we are:
We’re an ad hoc group of concerned auto
workers and supporters from Big 3 plants
and suppliers across the United States.

Auto workers from the Midwest will be in
D.C. on Monday, December 8 to say the Big
Three bailout shouldn’t be made on our backs.
Executives from the Big Three, dealerships,

What we think:
and auto suppliers have made their voice
The UAW has agreed to to give more
heard in the Capitol. Now it’s our turn.
concessions back to the Big Three, even
though weakening auto workers’ benefits
Auto workers will tour D.C. to speak with
media and members of Congress about
and contracts will not save the auto intheir ideas for a stronger auto industry.
dustry. Auto workers have already made
billions of dollars’ worth of concessions in
If you can’t make it to Washington, come to a
recent contracts. We need real reforms not
rank-and-file rally and send-off in
a plan to take more out of the wallets of
Detroit this Sunday from 2 pm to 4 pm.
auto workers.
Auto workers are taking the fall for management’s poor decisions. Our wages
and benefits make up less than 10 percent of the cost of a car—while the companies spend frivolously. U.S. auto workers at foreign-owned auto companies
don’t receive defined pension benefits, nor do the vast majority of American
workers. We need to preserve the benefits fought for by the UAW, and secure
these benefits for all workers.
Send-off the caravan on Sunday, December 7
Auto workers and their supporters will rally before the rank and file go to D.C.
Join us at the Metropolitan Center for High Technology parking lot at the
corner of Temple and Third (2727 Second Ave.) from 2 pm to 4 pm.
To get involved or for more information:
info@autoworkercaravan.org
Call: Wendy Thompson, 313-892-7974
For media inquiries:
press@autoworkercaravan.org or
Tiffany Ten Eyck, 313-842-6262
DC Meeting Location-Monday December 8
Time:		
9:30 am
Location: Lutheran Church of the Reformation
212 East Capitol Street, NE
Washington, DC 20003
		
(between 2nd and 3rd)
Contact:
Mark, 413-896-4726 (onsite)
Street parking is available.

For more information go to www.autoworkercaravan.org
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If you had an opportunity
to address Congress about
the Auto Bailout as a rank
& file UAW member, what
would you say? Would it go
something like this?

nation. Even though we are working longer and harder, our incomes
are not keeping up with inflation.
Fewer and fewer American workers have pensions or health insurance. America, once known as a nation that took pride in its expanding
middle class, today, has a reputation
for degrading workers and pursuing
a competitive race to the bottom.

Some members of Congress propose that the best solution for the
Detroit automakers is bankruptcy.
They propose that the automakers
should dispose of their obligations
to retirees, as if retirees were somehow unworthy of the deferred compensation they earned with steadfast
loyalty and honest labor. If Congress sanctions the refusal to honor
Gregg Shotwell, UAW Retiree
contracts, it will become a defining
I am not testifying before Congress moment in the history of our nation,
today to request that American tax- a moment of legislative infamy.
payers loan Detroit automakers 25
billion dollars so they can close Civil societies rely on trust not
factories and permanently layoff treachery. Civil societies rely on
thousands of workers. I am not here government to restrain predatory
to support the Detroit automakers’ capitalists and to mediate class
intention to import half the vehicles conflict. If the highest legislative
they sell in the United States as do body in the nation endorses conforeign competitors like Toyota, tempt for contractual commitments,
Honda, Kia, Nissan, Volkswagen, where will it end, and who can be
and Mercedes. I am not here to held accountable? Such a precedent
advocate that American workers will not stop with autoworkers. Evcompete for the lowest wages in the ery retiree and every working perworld. Quite the opposite. I think son who hopes to retire will feel
we should compete for the highest. threatened by the willful destruction of contractual agreements.
I stand before you to advocate for a
national industrial policy that sup- Historically, unions have had a
ports and sustains the expansion positive impact on our society and
rather than the destruction of the our economy. When unions negotimiddle class. I stand before you to ated improved wages and benefits,
advocate for an industrial policy that they expanded the middle class and
strengthens our economy, strength- set a standard that lifted all workens our national security, and makes ers. The expansion of the middle
the American Dream of a higher class created a vibrant economy
standard of living attainable for an that benefited business and governever-expanding number of citizens. ment. Business reaped the rewards
I am here to advocate that Congress of an upwardly mobile workforce.
recognize that the working class is In turn a growing economy enthe backbone of this nation, that the riched the tax base and allowed
success of our nation as a whole government to lower tax rates for
depends on the health and well be- businesses and wealthy investors.
ing of our most valuable natural
resource, the American worker. When unions negotiated pensions
and health care for retirees, it was
In the last thirty-five years the in- considered deferred compensation.
come of American workers has de- Workers sacrificed higher wages in
clined precipitously while prices return for a secure retirement. The
for health care, education, housing, companies passed the cost on to confood, and energy have steadily in- sumers, but the companies’ didn’t
creased. Americans are working invest those higher profits in a trust
more hours with fewer vacation days that would provide for retiree health
than any other modern industrialized care. Instead they indulged them-

selves and their shareholders. Corporate malfeasance should not be rewarded with a Congressional pardon.
If companies are allowed to break
contracts, the debt will be passed
on to taxpayers in the form of social
welfare. If government assumes responsibility for all or part of those
expenses, it will, in effect, charge
the consumer twice. Once, when
he purchased the car, and a second
time, when he is taxed to compensate for the companies’ misappropriation. CEOs should not be allowed to justify increased prices as
an incumbent expense of a union
contract, then pass on the cost to
taxpayers when the bill comes due.

hand up. It is imperative that we
rescue the flagship industry of our
manufacturing base. Our economic
health and our national security are
at stake. But it is not fair to bailout
the privileged and neglect the plight
of the average worker. Medicare
for All as advocated in John Conyer’s bill HR-676 is the one remedy that would unilaterally address
the unfair competition that plagues
manufacturing in the United States.
HR-676 would help all employers, all workers, and all consumers.
[www.johnconyers.com/healthcare]

Furthermore, any bailout that is not
contingent on job creation would
damage our economy. America
‘All American workers de- needs a vibrant middle class and a
serve health care and secu- revitalized industrial base to stabirity in retirement equal to lize our economy and strengthen
our national security. Any bailor better than that enjoyed out that supports the innovative
by workers in Europe and malaise in our industrial sector
or rewards companies for investJapan.’
ing overseas while simultaneously
I am a UAW member, but I would be breaking contracts with American
remiss if I did not speak up for our workers is tantamount to sabotage.
brothers and sisters at Toyota and
the other transplants. The workers I am not here to apologize for workat foreign transplants in the United ers who constitute the backbone of
States do not have a defined pension. America. We have never failed. I am
They have a 401-k. They have seen not here to beg on behalf of the men
the value of their retirement savings and women who fought the wars,
destroyed by unscrupulous and ir- built the roads and bridges, manuresponsible financial policies, or factured the goods, delivered the
the lack thereof, through no fault of services, and transported every contheir own. Workers at the transplants ceivable product from its origin to
do not have health insurance in re- its destination. I am here to demand
tirement. They will be forced out of the respect and dignity we deserve.
work by injury or company policy
before they are eligible for Medicare. For too long Congress has legisThey too deserve a national industri- lated in favor of capital over labor.
al policy that respects their service. The preference has not served our
national interests. As Abraham LinForeign automakers have the ad- coln said in his first annual mesvantage of national health care for sage to Congress in 1861, “Labor is
workers in their home countries, but prior to, and independent of, capital.
in the United States they treat work- Capital is only the fruit of labor,
ers like disposable commodities. and could never have existed if laThey work them till they hurt them, bor had not first existed. Labor is
then they throw them out the door. the superior of capital, and deserves
much the higher consideration.”
My advocacy for a national industrial policy that ensures retirement in The Detroit automakers need a
dignity is not limited to union mem- bridge loan to survive the current
bers. All American workers deserve credit crisis. But another bailout
health care and security in retirement that neglects the working class
equal to or better than that enjoyed would be a fatal mistake. We will
by workers in Europe and Japan. The not survive the world wide recesUnited States should raise the stan- sion afflicting our economic secudard, not pursue a race to the bottom. rity if we fail to defend the people
who have never failed their nation.
I am not here to ask Congress for a -Gregg Shotwell
handout, but rather a well-deserved www.autoworkercaravan.org
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